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MICIIIPICOTEN HIGH SCHOOL VANDALISM

material was moved intO the gymnasium, which had remained dry.
Smoke and water damage, severe throughout the school, made such
an evacuation necessary.
It was apparent by one o’clock that the older wing of the school
had been gutted. The collapsed roof, charred and melted desks and
scattered waterlogged notebooks presented a desolate scene. Rivers
of water flowed through charcoal bedded corridors, under twisted
blackened support beams, dangling electrical’ wires, and blistered
lamp fixtures. The school’s crippled boiler system, like a wounded
prehistoric monster, was ‘clearly visible through fire gutted walls.
Bizarre melted globules marked sites of projectors, ditto, gestetner,
and copying machines, as well as some typewriters. Preliminary
estimates of one and a half million dollars damage from the fire
have been made, although some predict even higher losses. Eleven
classrooms were burned out. It’s feared that many of the high
school’s and public school’s records were destroyed, although some
have been saved.
The important place that M.H.S. has held in the community
and in the life of its citizens is apparent in the enthusiastic and
effective involvement by students, parents and staff members in
the quickly executed rescue of considerable numbers of books, and
filing cabinets from the school. Students, also aided in an initial
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clean-up of water from the halls and are presently doing their b
to volunteer their services in the clean-up. They are commenc
for their efforts.
One wonders what conceivable motive could exist for such insa
destruction. In the past, Michipicoten citizens have managed
construct an excellent sthool system in spite of an isolated positi
and low population. Once again, there are difficult times ahe
Undoubtedly those qualities of generosity, tolerance and perseveren
demonstrated so often before, will lead to an even better sch
system. In spite of handicaps, it’s felt that Wawa’s students v
continue to fill worthwhile positions in today’s world.
At press time, the Michipicoten Board of. Education has ma
the following decisions: 1 Elementary classes Grades 7 and
which were using the Michipicoten High. School facilities will co
mence as soon as possible at an alternative location in Wawa.
2 Secondary classes will commence in the new portion of
Michipicoten High School as soon as the smoke and water dama
is cleaned up. The Fire Marshall’s office has allowed use of
building. Heat and power is also now restored to the school.
It is anticipated that some classes could start as early as
end of the week.
A further announcement will be made as soon as the
damage to the school is properly assessed.

